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In the last third of the 19th century urban modernisation processes took place in Austria-Hungary. The urban evolution took new direction and created similar urban forms: the urban tissue types were studied in case of more than seventy towns and enabled the taxonomy of the urban types. Among the low number of special urban types found, two are situated in Croatia. The study is about to discuss and define the unique type of Zagreb and Rijeka.
INTRODUCTION

“Towns have a life history. Their development together with the cultural history of the region in which they lie, is written deeply into the outline and fabric of their built-up areas.”

The urban tissue typology itself has complex manner in the field of urban morphology and in urban typology as well. The cohesion in the urban tissue and urban typology is evident, but it has to be explained, since the juxtaposition of various urban forms does not essentially create coherent urban tissue patterns that could be the base of urban tissue typology. The aim of the taxonomic designation of Austro-Hungarian towns and urban tissues is intended to describe and evaluate the city building activity of the era, since its recognition and processing was not already made. Establishment of a taxonomy of towns itself is significant because the typology is dealing with the Lands of the Crown of Saint Stephen as a whole, thus there is a possibility to bring it into use and evaluate the results of the urban development and urban evolution by an integrated morphological approach.

The aim is to create urban typology that covers the selected research territory. Being conscious about the nature of the city’s heterogeneous tissue, that hardly allow the creation of a unified system, which accurately determines the city as an entity, thus makes possible to create a typological system that can define a settlement and group towns by matrix of variables in the territory. Decision was made to incorporate the study with analyses of urban tissues and their correlation, due to contradict the statement and prove that via functional circumscription of urban tissues, the classification of heterogeneous urban fabric/typological system could be formed.

The one of the most productive and intense eras of town building and modernization of the study area is represented in the period between 1867-1918. Generalized view about city development is not sufficient in the towns of the former Lands of the Crown of Saint Stephen, since between 1867 and 1918 the Austro-Hungarian towns went through specific urban evolution, partially following the Western trends of city-development. Comparison of the Austro-Hungarian cities shows the system of structural changes established in wider context: particularities of the complex system of cities in the Hungarian Kingdom can be defined more appropriately by examining and comparing of selected cities in the Austrian Empire. Economic and historical changes followed the agreement/compromise (1867), as a result of this and the upcoming industrial revolution, a progressive urban development started and it was determined by new urban pattern, urban fabric, urban types and different city construction. New directions in the evolution of the urban fabric of the Hungarian Kingdom and some parts of the Austrian Empire were influenced by the economic changes and distinct functions within the settlements and by landscape features in minor level. The purpose of the study of the taxonomy is to systemize the new urban tissue types, whose development was influenced by the progressive urbanization, and by further organization and combination of these types define a new urban typology of the cities.

The detailed urban tissue analyses indicate high variability of clustered urban tissue and urban types, but there are special cases standing out by their unique features (simple tissue, geo- and urban morphological character, urban tissue combinations, urban planning principals). Out of the more than seventy cities two towns, as special cases in urban typology are going to be analysed in the current paper, outlining their character in the selected timeframe. The former Free City of Fiume / separatum sacrae regni coronae adnexum corpus (Rijeka, Croatia) and Agram/Zagreb (Zagreb, Croatia), the capital of the former Kingdom of Croatia-Slavonia are distinct urban types in the typological matrix of the former Austria-Hungary.

INTEGRATED METHOD

OF URBAN MORPHOLOGY

The meaning of ‘morphology’ can be identified as a persect of the nature of the urban
forms as it is, is most significantly the discipline of the study of morphological properties in an urbanized territory.\footnote{Conzen, 1960: 6}

The examination of progressive urbanization of intensively growing cities in the selected territory requires a new type of typology method, that is partially based on the (typo)\cite{Conzen} morphological analysis of M.R.G. Conzen (English school, 1960) and approaches of G.F. Caniggia (Italian school). The method can not adopt fully either the Conzenian approach of urban morphology or the Canniggian way of seeing the cities. Caniggia considered the development of the cities as a dynamic model, which responds to the changes in society and is perceived as a three-dimensional projection. In case of the study of the selected cities where the examination outlines a specified period of time there are some anomalies, since not all of the forms and elements of the past can be evaluated and seen nowadays. The development of the city and its typology can be examined as a static model primarily in two-dimensions, because of limited availability of sufficient data.

A contemporary theory of the Italian morphological school was based on Koster's (2003) hypothesis, that the city is the physical manifestation of the cultural development. Finding evidence for this theory, he views the maps as a period of cultural and historical imprint and as in terms of the reconstruction of the elements. According to a theory of Karl Kropf (1996), investigation of the physical factors is the most efficient way to determine the city's character, since physical aspects are the most obvious in terms of observation, but it is known that without historical, social and economic impacts, not possible to talk about the actual urban development.

The integrated and developed morphological research\footnote{Lovra, 2016: 805-814} combines the basic urban elements (simple tissue, plots, series of plots, buildings, open and green spaces) and their inner relationships due to establish urban tissue typology and more complex form, the city typology. Plot analysis gives an idea about the evolution of the plot and its shape, it is correlating with streets (simple tissue) that should be analysed according to plot and street form relations and building lines, since each street has its unique character and structure. Study of the streets has multiplied effect and result, also in the urban tissue typology, but in the townscape analyses as well.

The identified and outlined urban tissues refer to the 'urban block' (urban block in our case not only a single block/area surrounded by streets, but territory, that consists of some block elements and in this was established a continuous special existence) and its elements (buildings, streets, plots and their relationships). Within a block the relationship between plots and road ought to be studied, and how the individual homogeneous areas relate to the neighbouring areas. Taking these and previous analyses into account the urban tissue typology can be understood. The city street grid of historical towns refers to the direction of development; thus we can determine the evolution of towns in a selected territory as well. As it has been seen, the built environment is an important indicator in determining the urban tissue. Buildings are placed on the lowest rank with regard to the hierarchy of urban forms and formations\cite{Lovra}, since they are less constant compared to the road network and the city structure. However, the development of the road network has strong influence on buildings, and on the image of the city itself.

The city layout (map) displays the urban complex, general forms in macro-scale, metamorphosis of plot forms, size and form and references, period of formation and terrain characteristics. The framework is constituted by the outlines of the buildings, being the elements that create the city's image (facades, building height, style), while empty plots and public areas are included as well. The functional use is temporal, thus focusing on the structural elements created as samples of urban tissue. The city structure is formed by spontaneous or planned organization of urban elements. In our case, the typo-morphology is the result of a special composition, which tends to explore the connections (on the level of streets, blocks, plots, buildings, green space) between internal and external units.

**Glossary**

- Urban forms are group of elements that create different urban tissues and the structure of the town itself, these are streets/roads, plots, plot series, buildings, urban blocks (plot series and buildings together), open spaces and greeneries. Simple tissue or street tissue is a combination of all urban elements [Caniggia] or plan unit [Conzen]. The urban tissue or urban fabric is the ensemble of urban forms and its typology is a taxonomic classification of urban form characteristics and their inner relations found in urban places (selected towns), the urban tissue type is a certain arrangement of urban elements. The urban typology is a taxonomic classification of town types according to urban tissues types, urban tissue combinations and relationships between urban tissues and green spaces, railway lines, thus the urban type (city/town type) certain combination and relationship of urban tissue types. The urban or building pattern is "the arrangement of existing buildings, i.e. their block plans in a built-up area viewed as a separate
element complex of the town plan”11 and morphogenesis or urban evolution pattern (urban development pattern) is creation of physical forms (patterns) viewed as a developmental or evolutionary process12, thus the urban pattern is the “way how different functions and elements of the settlement form are distributed and mixed together spatially”.13

Levels (steps) of the urban tissue analysis –

The steps of urban tissue analyses, according to the urban morphology and the integrated method starts with (1.) the street network determination, followed by (2.) the analyses of plots and buildings (shapes, relations between plots – buildings and to the street network), (3.) plot series (shapes, relation to street network) and additional spaces (open spaces, green spaces adapted to the blocks), the urban tissue (urban pattern) is completed by the (4.) green and open spaces.

1. The street network/system refers to the structural changes of the time period. Identification of the urban network schemas (simple tissue) is important in terms of the further studies and urban tissue determination. The simple tissue is determined by examination of those areas in different cities on maps and plans that went through structural changes in the research period.

2. Analysis of plots and buildings: the nature of relations of plots and buildings to each other, their relations to the street front (shape of plots, construction, buildings without internal courtyard, development in unbroken rows, floor plan of the buildings, etc.)

3. Plot series (blocks): shapes, relationship between the blocks and street network, open spaces and green areas (green areas are going to have high importance in the urban typology)

4. Green spaces in the city (parks, alleys): location, conditions

5. The urban tissue catalogue is based on the determination of similar pattern clusters that can be found in the cities. The determination of the urban tissue is based on the previous points 1 through 4.

Parks and green spaces, their location within the city, as well as the relationship to the various types of urban fabric is significant in terms of determination and definition of urban types/urban typology. Before the determination of urban typology green areas within the city borders shall be categorised as 1. Parks within the city, 2. Green areas at the edge of the cities (recreational areas, integrated construction areas), 3. Alleys within the city. The location of the green areas impact on the urban tissue typology as well as in addition to the urban typology.14

PRINCIPLES OF CITY PLANNING IN THE PERIOD BETWEEN 1867-1918

Principi urbanističkog planiranja u razdoblju izmedu 1867. i 1918.

The study of urban tissue types and simple tissues (street networks) of the selected towns showed some recurrent principles of city planning, that can be directly linked to the leading, but at some point contradictory with town building ideas and practices of the period. Camillo Sitte’s Der Städtebau nach seinen künstlerischen Grundsätzen (Vienna, 1889) established a new approach in planning of squares and placement of monuments to define a unity between modern and artistic methods through the formation of public space. Sitte was concerned about the modern town planning principles, like the use of grid layouts for streets, yet he accepted the raison d’e tre of modern city planning methods if these are developed with aesthetic values, artistic methods in mind (not just treated as technical problem), in order to avoid the monotony of blocks and to emphasize the importance of creation the right proportions, organization of public spaces and greater or smaller number of winding and irregular streets and picturesque view along these streets (these streets must be the result of topography – contour forming).

His principle could be witnessed in those cities where were lack of free open spaces for...
planning, mostly in case of the towns developed on the slopes of highland. Sitte’s principles of picturesque harmonic and well organized asymmetry were opposed by Otto Wagner and were followed by Paolo Grassi in his regulation plan of Fiume. In then contemporary urban planning Sitte highlighted three simple tissue systems: the gridiron system, the radial system, and the triangular system. Otto Wagner opposed the planning ideas of Sitte, he rejected the architectural and urban language of the past and ‘believed’ in new forms created according to their functions. Wagner in his plan of Die Großstadt defined the urban blocks as new functional forms which were units of aggregation, the parallel radial and perpendicularly intersecting streets and squares created by ‘removed blocks’ acted as open spaces. For Wagner the “ideal metropolitan neighborhood consisted of uniform residential blocks interspersed with monumental public buildings arranged along a central axis of green spaces”. The modern urban planning principles (orthogonal street network, compact, closed urban block with patio/inner courtyard, centrally arranged green spaces, parks) can be seen in case of Fiume and Zagreb (Lower Town). Hermann Josef Stübben established the practical principles of city planning in his manual, Der Städtbau (first edition 1890). These principles are increased by the most emerging problems of the cities in the period of modernization: traffic, building, health. According to Stübben, the radial streets are the most important in the design of city plan to establish the street network (simple tissue). The concentric circles around the central point of the city are the ring streets with different hierarchy. The radial and ring streets perpendicularly intersect each other (the plot series/districts between the main streets have trapezoidal or approximately rectangular form). The shape of the blocks is usually rectangular, trapezoidal or triangular (especially along diagonal streets).

**Urban Tissue Types and Urban Type of Rijeka and Zagreb**

**Tipologija urbanog tkiva i slučajevi Rijeke i Zagreba**

**Agram** (Zagreb, CRO) between 1868 and 1918 – The urban tissue and urban typology is taking into account the entire urban structure, but highlighting the importance of the studied morphological period that can be distinguished in case of Zagreb. The different morphological periods can be divided and show the linear development character (west-east direction). The medieval double core (Gradec and Kaptol) was unified in the mid of 19th century and since then the evolution of the city took new and modern direction. Before the first regulation plan was established (1864/1865) the morphogenesis of the city was organic (spontaneous) along the access roads (Ilica, Frankopanska, Petrinjska, Vlaška) and around Harmica. The map of Zagreb from 1864 served as base of the first regulation plan (1865) and shows the pre-regulation structure of the city. The structure of the Upper Town (Gradec and Kaptol) remained untouched, kept its medieval character, since the new city centre (Lower Town with the “Lenuci Horseshoe”) was situated outside the walls of the settlement. The pre-regulation simple tissue structure of Lower Town lacked any geometrical order, since even the line of the main street (Ilica) between the hill and the plain was adjusted to the slopes, but the other streets on the plain had irregular order as well. The two town planning documents and regulation plans (1865, 1887/1888) established the orthogonal gridiron system of the Lower Town. The regular network of new (and regulated old) streets, series of squares and green areas, the new city centre itself was divided into block strips with integral green belt. Since in 1880 Zagreb was hit by earthquake which caused great damage in the built environment and the Lower Town before the planning was mostly nothing else but empty fields. Urban planning works resulted in regular, orthogonal grid of streets, squares, parks and system of large city blocks. The upper mentioned Lenuci Horseshoe is an “U” or horseshoe-shaped system of eight connected park/garden squares (Gartenplätze by Stübben) with two axes (north-south and west-east). Even the idea of Milan Lenuci was firstly presented in 1881/1882, but the green-belt structure, incorporated with the rectangular grid plan was adopted to the regulation plan of Zagreb (1882) as a significant urban ensemble of the Lower Town. The integrity of the rectangular grid system with the green-belt as well gives the unique character to the city, since in other cities that kind of linear and radical urban evolution was lacking.

**Fiume (Rijeka, CRO) between 1867 and 1918** – The urban structure and townscape of Rijeka has been changed significantly, but its medieval core, built on roman layers remained and integrated into the further developments as a complex, but still almost untouched ensemble. The urban structure of the city in the research period consists of different morphological periods/layers (18th century: southward to the medieval core the orthogonal urban matrix; from the mid of the 19th century the planned filling of the coast acted as base of the further investment with intention of the planned neighbourhood Novi grad, as well as the Boulevard that created a link between the medieval-renaissance nu-
The urban development and city building of the period was characterized by the compact closed blocks in the centre and villas and spacious gardens on the slopes. The progressive townscape and infrastructural development of Flume has become national affair in the studied period, due to city's strategic role. After 1872 the improvements of the port and the railway construction were continuous, the conscious and purposeful interventions brought new urban development path: at the beginning of the 20th century at the site of the previously narrow winding alleys, wide and regular streets with lines of mansions were built. Even the perception of the city is more likely to Trieste (IT) (comparison has been made to achieve the upper mentioned wider context), but the new-built structure and architecture mostly followed the plans of the state architects. The designers of the Rijeka's modern public buildings were mainly architect and engineers from Budapest and Vienna: Atelier Fellner&Helmer: Croatian National (City) Theatre (1883-1885)\(^{26}\), Ferenc Pfaff: main railway station (1890/1891)\(^{27}\), Alojz Hauszmann: Governor's Palace (1893-1897).\(^{28}\) At the end of the 19th century the new Brajdica neighborhood was built, and free-standing villas and the residential houses surrounded by greenery were erected in the central areas. In 1898 a decision was made about preparation of urban regulatory plan, which was preceded by land survey of the city. In 1904/1905\(^{29}\) the regulation plan was accepted, the leading engineer was Paolo Grassi. In this period the construction was related with demolition of the built environment, Grassi at the same time destroyed the abandoned buildings and eliminated the existing smaller squares. The urban development and city building of the period was characterized by the compact closed blocks in the centre and villas and spacious gardens on the slopes.\(^{30}\)

Analyses and specifies (simple tissue, urban tissue) – The cities, Rijeka and Zagreb in the period between 1867 (1868) and 1918 have undergone intense urban development and architectural (townscape) transformation (Fig. 1 and 2), the increasing population and the number of buildings, as well as the territorial spreading refer to that tendency (Table I\(^{31}\)). The urban morphological changes during the first and one of the most intense modernization period of these cities, created unique urban evolution pattern among the studied towns. Zagreb and Rijeka, as well as the other cities were studied based on the principles of the chapter 2. Zagreb shows individual linear evolution and the urban development of Rijeka is combined, in addition to the regular, almost orthogonal simple tissue structure, the street network on the slopes is adapted to the geomorphological character of the area.

Understanding the basic principles of the city planning (building) theories and practices gives a proper base of the urban tissue analyses, since as in the first level of the urban tissue analysis was highlighted, that the identi-
fication of the urban network schemas is important in terms of the further studies and urban tissue determination. Simple tissue – street network of Zagreb (Fig. 3) shows the dynamics of open spaces and green spaces as well, along with the rectangular grid network of the Lower town and the organic, irregular street network of the Upper town, the third type is following the inclinations of the slopes and shows looser and irregular, mostly single or poorly connected paths. In case of Rijeka, the simple tissue determination (Fig. 7) is similar, the city is divided into three simple tissue parts: a) orthogonal grid system (along the port) together with the port, b) irregularly winding paths of the old town, c) irregular loose path-system, that are following the slopes. Rijeka is an interesting, yet unique example, since its location (sea) and function (port) has high impact on the simple tissue and on the urban tissue combinations as well. The function is industrial (having in mind its role in transport and trade) and the railway tracks are located between the sea and the urban core (Fig. 6). The semi-linear layers of morphogenesis can be followed by determined simple tissues and urban tissues, and made the urban development and the town itself a special case. The analyses according to the plots and buildings showed high variety, but in both cases the disposition of the plots and buildings with corresponding geometry and placement is similar: on the slopes mainly irregular plots and free standing buildings (the variations see in Table II and Table III among urban tissue groups: A, B) followed by regular oblong plots and buildings what are creating or an unbroken row of buildings or compact plot-series with or without patios/inner gardens. The mentioned linear urban evolution is denoted by the built environment and the plot-series (urban block) of the cities is shown in the Fig. 4 (Zagreb) and Fig. 6 (Rijeka). Examination of the urban tissues covers the whole territory of build environment of Zagreb (Table II) and Rijeka (Table III), thus it appears unique urban tissue types as well, like in case of the port city, the harbour itself. The urban tissue catalogue of the two cities and the maps show the urban tissue distribution of Zagreb: Fig. 5 and Rijeka: Fig. 8. The samples cover the entire city, in the maps are shown the exact places of the samples, although the whole city was studied and these significant types were found. These pieces (most of the types) are construction elements of other studied urban structures as well, yet their combination is unique. The first determination among the studied cities was based on the urban tissue combinations, their spatial designation, natural features (slopes, river, plain). Two bigger groups can be divided: basic types (outlined and defined tissue, without mixture) and complex or combined types. Zagreb and Rijeka was chosen to be discussed as special types, since among the complex/combined types, their special role is laying in their urban structure and their urban tissue combination. Zagreb’s Lower town adopted well the leading urban planning and urban design tendencies by that time, the urban matrix with the open spaces, green spaces (Lenuci’s green belt), with urban blocks follows the Stübbenian principles and well divided from the unplanned structure of the Upper town. This clear division is hardly found between the other cities, even the single urban tissue types can be found in other studied towns.

Fig. 4 Zagreb: plot series – urban blocks
Sl. 4. Zagreb: parcele – urbani blokovi

Fig. 5 Urban tissue type dispersion in Zagreb
(the spot shows the neighborhoods where the samples were taken and the urban tissue type)
Sl. 5. Disperzija urbanog tkiva u Zagrebu
(oznaka pokazuje cetvrti u kojima su uzeti primjeri kao i tip urbanog tkiva)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Figure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Ha]</td>
<td>Regular street network, grid-like dynamics (oblong grid: gridiron system). The parcels are regular, and divided into two or three sections. In the first section the building (residential use), its façade is tightly placed on the street line, unbroken row of buildings. Development method is equivalent in the plot series: similar layout shape (rectangular central core with one or two extending elements, &quot;L&quot; or &quot;U&quot; shape); behind the residential building (multi-dwelling unit) is situated the courtyard and an open (green) area, the so-called &quot;perivoj&quot;*. The communal courtyard garden. The buildings form a closed block, which internal part, closed from the public is a connected network of the communal courtyard gardens.</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Hb]</td>
<td>Regular street network, grid-like dynamics (oblong grid: gridiron system). The parcels are regular, and divided into two sections. On the first section is placed the building (rental palaces or mixed use), its façade is tightly placed on the street line, unbroken row of buildings. Development method is equivalent in the plot series: similar layout shape (rectangular central core with one or two extending elements, or &quot;L&quot; shape on the corners); behind the residential building (multi-dwelling unit) is situated the courtyard. The buildings form a closed block, which internal part is a connected network of courtyards.</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Hc]</td>
<td>The street network is not completely regular: partly adapted to the geomorphological characteristics (modest inclination) of the area. Plots have regular geometry and are divided into two parts. The façade of the building is located on the line of the street edges (development in unbroken rows). The shape of the buildings could be &quot;U&quot;, &quot;L&quot;, &quot;G&quot; or &quot;O&quot; and the inner courtyard is enclosed by them. The buildings form closed building blocks, but the courts do not form a coherent network.</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Ia]</td>
<td>Rectangular plots with regular geometry, development in unbroken rows. Courtyards are located behind the buildings, that are linked with: a) to the garden, that extends to the lower ranked street parallel to the main street; b) to the garden behind the courtyard. Separated plot with residential buildings faces on the lower ranked street. There are two plots in a line, which connects the streets. The streets are regulated and orderly planned. The lower rank street can be used as service road, because is bordered by green space predominantly.</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Ib]</td>
<td>Gridiron system (regular street network). The shape of the plot is a regular rectangle, the development method dynamics of the adjacent plots are the same; divided into three sections, behind the residential building is a small courtyard, and behind the courtyard is the garden, that fills over 2/3 of the plot. Development in unbroken rows, dimensions of the plots are the same, except the &quot;L&quot; shape building on the corner, but the development method dynamics is unbroken.</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*perivoj (Cr.) – communal courtyard garden (in this case)
Type | Characteristics | Figure | Type | Characteristics | Figure
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
**[Ae]** | The street structure is adapted to the geomorphological character of the region. The street lines and plot shapes show the modest inclination. The urban tissue is composed of two different fabrics: 1. small, freestanding residential buildings located on prolonged rectangular plot. The properties (plots) are divided into three parts: residential building (house), courtyard and gardens (backyard). In addition to the main building some service buildings (outbuildings) are located on the property, 2. rectangular plots with attached houses, without outbuildings. |  | **[Bd]** | Regular street network. Geometrical, elongated rectangular plots. The plots are separated into front yard and back yard (garden), inside the courtyard (front yard) are located the house (single family housing) and some additional buildings (outbuildings). The dynamics of development method is characterized heterogenic, there is not exactly repeating development method’s dynamics. Front garden is located in front of the house (main building) from considerable distance of the street line. The buildings are built on one side of the plot border, occasionally attached to the wall of the building place on the adjacent plot. Typical suburban development method/urban pattern. |  
|  | Irregular street network, in the street widening a triangle shape square is formed. The widening and then separating street surround a building block island. The shape of the plots is not fully regular elongate rectangular (tailored to the geomorphological characteristics of the terrain). The façade of the buildings is aligned to the street line, but the development is not in unbroken rows, because in some cases the court extends till the line of the street. Behind the house is located the yard and garden. |  |  | Irregular simple tissue (street network), dynamics of the development method is symmetrical (regular) with attached single family houses. The placement of the houses follows the inclination of the terrain and the façades are not in parallel with the street line. For the lot layout (house and yard combination) the district (urban tissue) is for weekend houses. |  
|  | Elongated rectangular plots with regular geometry, dynamics of the plot series are rhythmic/regular: width of the plots and the placement of the buildings are almost identical (attached single family housing). The façades are in parallel with the street line, but not aligned with the regulation line (there is a forecourt in front of the main building). The plots are divided into the yard and garden; in some cases, the horizontal stratification of the plots consists of four sections. |  |  | Elongated rectangular plots with regular geometry, dynamics of the plot series are rhythmic/regular: width of the plots and the placement of the buildings are almost identical. The free standing main building (single family housing – villas, mansions) is not aligned with the street line. The plots are not always divided into yard and garden (back yard). |  
|  | Inclined street network, the line follows the inclinations, geomorphological character of the terrain. The situation of the plots in the urban tissue has two variations: a) The plot is divided into two parts (in the first section is situated the house and yard, closer to the street; the garden is in the back part), b) in the plot are just the house, outbuildings and courtyard. Characteristic that we can get into the house through the courtyard, or the house has “L” shape, but the central part of the house is located in the centre of the plot, small garden wedged between the single family house and the garden. |  |  | Complex, irregular simple tissue. The line of the streets is broken by rectangular squares. Urban tissue is part of the medieval urban structure, which is shown by the structure of the streets, the plots are rectangular (irregular rectangularity). The size of the plots varies (2-3 or 6 and more create a block). The buildings fill almost the entire plot with patios and courtyards open to the street. |  
|  | Irregular street network, the line follows the inclinations, geomorphological character of the terrain; variable plots’ geometry. The inner order of the plots is similar to each other: area located behind the living area is completely separated from the front yard, where the free standing main building and the outbuildings are. The plot is divided into three parts, occasionally there are front gardens, the main building is located close to the street line (short distance). Typical suburban development method. |  |  | The line of the street is defined by the geomorphological features of the area. The shape of the plots also relates to the terrain inclination (irregular rectangle, polygon) and the buildings fill the entire area of the plots. The properties consist of a main building and an outbuilding, that surround the inner courtyard. The buildings are adjusted to the line of the street, coherent free space is between the street line and the development in unbroken rows. Variations: a) double plot series create an irregular geometric block |  
|  | Irregular street network (street lines). Shape of the plot has no regular geometry (more irregular): elongated rectangular or oblong. The freestanding buildings are located in the first third of the site in the courtyard. In some cases, next to smaller outbuildings, agricultural buildings are located on the plot. |  |  | Variations: a) single line plot series form a coherent block, bounded by streets. |
CONCLUSION

ZAKLJUČAK

The urban tissue analyses of these two cities are based not only on urban forms, but also point out the urban tissue characteristics on basis of supporting archival documents and historical analysis and indicate the urban type as well. The urban tissue analyses of Zagreb and Rijeka is supplemented with study of urban planning (city building) theories, practices and principles typical in Central Europe and in Austria-Hungary as well. The development and evolution of these two cities in the period between 1868 and 1918 shows a typical, in sense of architecture and urban evolution, yet unique progress in the area of Austria-Hungary. Based on the examination of Zagreb’s urban tissues and simple tissue established in the period of Austria-Hungary (Lower Town), the city has linear, territorially (west-east) and temporally exactly distinguishable development directions. The significant simple tissue of Zagreb has gridiron system (square and oblong grid): straight street direction, geometrically very regular rectangular grid of streets with regular compact building blocks. The irregular urban fabric follows the geomorphological characteristics of the upper part of the town (slopes), the urban tissue sections show the pre-regulation structure, however, the urban tissue upper and around the Upper town, with summer houses or mansions and irregular streets applied to the inclination of the terrain follows the principles of Sitte’s city building (picturesque view). The relationship of green areas (especially the Lenucci’s Horseshoe) and urban tissues in the Lower Town refers to the fact that the system of parks (green areas), squares and streets is the result of conscious planning that took into account the trending city planning principles by Camillo Sitte and Josef Stübben. The harmony between the urban tissues, created by orthogonal arrangement urban forms and the urban forms related with the geomorphological structure of the terrain can be observed the best in case of Zagreb and Rijeka.

Rijeka is a unique case not only because it is established on the seashore, but also semi-linear articulation of the areas with different morphological character: line of the railway, industrial areas and other, like regulated downtown areas and slopes with irregular street network and plot series of the city. The significant simple tissue of Rijeka has gridiron system (oblong grid and rectangular plot series) and contour forming system. Sitte’s principles prevail on the slopes, however, the stricter, more the result of orthogonal city building principles can be witnessed closer to the port and in the territory of the port.

The study negates the doctrine that each city is unique (Benevolo), establishing rather that each city can be seen as a collage of different urban tissue types, the organization of which creates a specific urban type and image. A "collage nature" of each city allowed to examine the forms of urban areas, and the whole structure has been read as a whole. The research period is a very interesting and complex era of the world history: the study of the cities not only explores the urban types, but also discovers the new urban conditions created within the settlements. It points out the (not just territorial) unity-creating nature of this period, indirectly refers to the appearance of urban forms, and signifies the dominant urban development forces via urban tissue types. The modern image of the city was created and the current built heritage, the inherited city structure represents a valuable inheritance of the contemporary cities and define the cityscape. The modernization processes and development of the cities reached their peak point during the era of Austria-Hungary, the urban and architectural pieces dated back to the dual monarchy represent a significant section of today’s urban and architectural heritage of the cities.
### Table III Urban tissue types of Rijeka. Analyses are based and referenced on the Cartographic Source under No 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Figure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[De]</td>
<td>Medieval street structure and plot layout: irregular, narrow and winding streets and alleys, the plots are irregular, sometimes geometric. Crowded arrangement inside the plots without green areas (yards, gardens), the building layouts fill the entire plot. There are no proper open spaces or courtyards, green spaces that could make looser the dense urban fabric.</td>
<td>![De]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Bg]</td>
<td>Irregular street network, the streets and irregular shaped plots are adapted to the geomorphological character of the terrain (slopes). The shape of the plots is irregular polygon, the buildings are free standing, in some cases located at the edge of the plot, surrounded by yard. The blocks are separated by service roads (private roads), that have separated cadastral numbers.</td>
<td>![Bg]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Bh]</td>
<td>Irregular street network (simple tissue), but the ambition for regularity can be observed. The irregular shaped plots are adapted to the geomorphological character of the terrain (slopes). The intersecting buildings form a square. In the placement of the buildings can be discovered some regularity (placed in straight line, located at the frontline of the street or not so far from the frontline), but there is no order in the development method.</td>
<td>![Bh]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Ea]</td>
<td>Regular street network, polygonal building layouts, that fill the entire plot. The building block is cut through by a vacant plot that can function as a service road. The direction of the façades and the development dynamics of the plots may indicate the former (and actual) function held. The inner area is bordered by buildings around, creating a square-formation, where is located a separate building (Market Square).</td>
<td>![Ea]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Eb]</td>
<td>Symmetrical street structure (orthogonal, gridiron system), the shape and dimension of the plots is regular, symmetrical, almost square shape. The buildings fill the plots’ layout completely and double plot series form a block. Plots with same width create development in unbroken rows. The façade of the buildings on the edge of the block is facing perpendicularly to the other façades to the other street. The compactness of the blocks is broken by patios which are connected to the interior courtyards behind the buildings. Buildings located at the edge of the block and do not have patios or the patios are separated, but in some cases these are connected to each other (same inner courtyard dynamics than in case of the parcels in the middle).</td>
<td>![Eb]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Ec]</td>
<td>Regular street network (oblong gridiron system) and regular, but differently dimensioned rectangular plots, where residential building and yard is located. The façades form a closed system; building blocks are bordered with streets that intersect each other in the right angle. In some cases the route towards to the inner part of the block and the buildings located there is going through a courtyard of the other plot, in this way the courtyards of two adjacent plots are connected.</td>
<td>![Ec]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Ed]</td>
<td>Regular street grid (gridiron system), widening of the street takes a function as a gate that leads to the square. The buildings are palaces and public buildings that completely fill the regular rectangular plot on which each of the buildings stand. Inside the buildings are inner courtyards (patios), the dimensions of the buildings are in harmony with the dimensions of the inner courtyards, which are located in the approximate centre of the layout.</td>
<td>![Ed]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Ee]</td>
<td>Symmetrical orthogonal street structure, plot shape and dimension follows the street structure imposed opportunities. The buildings fill entirely the plots, one single plot series line form a block. The width of the plots is the same, development is in unbroken rows. The front façade is facing the wider, higher-priority streets, the narrower street behind functions as a service road. The façade of the building on the edge of block is perpendicular to the other façade, it is facing to the street perpendicular to the higher-ranked street.</td>
<td>![Ee]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Cc]</td>
<td>In a coherent plot series (one bigger plot) number of separated buildings are located. The plot is bordered by streets, if it is not stated (drawn) otherwise. The layout (urban tissue) of the city’s industrial area and that for privileged area of public buildings is similar. The features/functions and some special building layouts distinguish the two different types of urban fabric.</td>
<td>![Cc]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[F]</td>
<td>Urban tissue that can be classified as a unique form of industrial area. Cadastral number of halls and cadastral number of the land is different; the buildings fill the plots entirely. The pier is extending toward the sea, halls are positioned symmetrically and correctly on the pier (significant part of the port). Their façade (with opening) turns toward the sea.</td>
<td>![F]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TIPOLOGIJA GRADSKOGA TKIVA I URBANA TIPOLOGIJA U RAZDOBLJU OD 1868. DO 1918. GODINE

Posebni slučajevi: Zagreb i Rijeka

Tipologija gradskoga tkiva sama je po sebi doista složena tema unutar polja i urbane morfološke i urbanistike. Ovim radom upućuju se na određeni aspekt tipologije gradskog tkiva u Austro-Ugarskoj Monarhiji (1867-1918) jer takvo određivanje tipologije, ali ni obrada podataka, u pitanju je dovedeno do doba između 1867. i 1898. godine Austro-Ugarski gradovi prošli kroz specifičan oblik rasta, takvo određivanje tipologije, ali ni obrada podataka, nije može se izrazit bračno i mornolosko značajke te po kombinacijama različitih morfoloških značajki: (slag, ravnica). Po svojim značajkama poput ulične mreže, geornoloskih i urbano-struktura terena može se ponajbolje vidjeti u slučajevima Zagreba i Rijeke. Značajna ulična mreža u Rijeci ima sustav rešetkastog rasporeda i urbanih oblika vezanih za geornoloske znakove. Nakon autoregulacije grada (slikoviti prikaz), ona održava svoju funkciju čak i linearnu podjelu. Slučaj Rijeke pri tom je jedinstven zbog linearne arhitektonskih područja različitih morfoloških znakova: lineja zeljeznice, industrijska područja i druga područja grada (regularisirano središnje tkivo, padina s nepravilnom uličnom mrežom i cesticama). Razdoblje na koje se ovo istraživanje osvrće je zanimljiv i složen dio povijesti, u kojem se gradovi proučavaju na način da jedinstvo stvaranja gradova nije bilo samo teritorijalno nego da se izrazito odnosi i na pojavu urbanih oblika. Procesi modernizacije u to su doba dosegli svoj vrhunac, a urbanička i arhitektonska dijela predstavljaju značajniji dio danasnje urbanosti i arhitektonske naslijeđe grada.
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